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Earth United [Jesse Perez Casanova] & A Warrior Calls [Christopher James] have spent the last 5 – 6 
months working on a solution rooted within the realm of common law that has the ability to finally free 
all of us on this planet from the unlawful and fraudulent social contracts that have been unlawfully 
forced upon us at birth. 
 
The solution lies within our god given right to stand outside of government jurisdiction [International 
maritime admiralty law / law of the sea] and rather within our own jurisdiction within the law of the 
land within public court proceedings that are scheduled to take place all over the world. 
 
This major truth and light that has been hidden from us allows us to finally free ourselves from unlawful 
government [service corporations] slavery that has taken place on this planet due to mass global 
ignorance that has been aided and guided by powers that be. 
 
We have spent the last four months working on an application as well as a strong communication 
campaign that starts with the release of our first video ‘The Ultimate Red Pill’. We have created three 
extremely powerful communication pieces that will bring awareness to this one and only solution that 
exists outside of government jurisdiction. Our third video is an interview that we conducted with Judy 
Mikovits in order to assist her within the beautiful realm of common law, this in itself is monumental as 
it will allow her as well as all of us to acquire the justice that is owed to us. 
 
The application that we have created will automatically connect people into three different chat groups 
which are relevant to the three following categories: Town, City, Country. This will allow people on the 
ground to stay directly connected towards fellow freedom fighters that are supporting this mass global 
action as well as provide safety and power in numbers. This is monumental because it allows the world 
to finally connect and strive towards one almighty solution that is of biblical proportion. The application 
will also allow us to have direct streamlined communication to everyone as work works towards 
achieving our target numbers of peoples support before the commencement of these prolific public 
court proceedings that are scheduled to take place. 
 
This one and only solution we are proposing unfortunately has a time limit as The World Economic 
Forum is scheduled to have an extremely detrimental event in January 2021 which they are planning to 
use in order to collapse all jurisdiction and consolidate a new world order along with the Global Reset 
that they are planning to implement next year with the support and collaboration of political and 
business leaders within 4000 cities across the world. This is why Covid has taken place this year in order 
to make way for the next phase of their plan and strategy that has been in the making for countless 
years up until this point. The successful implementation of their plans will essential completely remove 
the little rights people have as they plan to bring about universal basic income as well as the unlawful 
acquirement of everyone’s land and assets globally. This is why we have to act now with a solution that 
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actually works but in order for us to be successful it requires the support of all those conscious enough 
to see the impending danger that we face on a global level. 
 
The following bullet points are from an article written on The World Economic Forums website which 
can be found here - https://www.weforum.org/press/2020/06/the-great-reset-a-unique-twin-summit-
to-begin-2021 
 

 The Great Reset” will be the theme of a unique twin summit in January 2021, convened by the 

World Economic Forum. 

 “The Great Reset” is a commitment to jointly and urgently build the foundations of our 

economic and social system for a more fair, sustainable and resilient future. 

 It requires a new social contract centred on human dignity, social justice and where societal 

progress does not fall behind economic development. 

 The global health crisis has laid bare longstanding ruptures in our economies and societies, and 

created a social crisis that urgently requires decent, meaningful jobs. 

 The twin summit will be both in-person and virtual, connecting key global governmental and 

business leaders in Davos with a global multistakeholder network in 400 cities around the world 

for a forward-oriented dialogue driven by the younger generation. 

 The announcement of the Great Reset is made by HRH The Prince of Wales and Klaus Schwab 

during a virtual meeting today at 14:30 Central European Summer Time and can be 

followed here 

 
Here are some more supplementary articles within regards to the topic at hand: 
 

 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/introducing-the-great-reset-world-leaders-radical-
plan-to-transform-the-economy/ar-BB15XGsU 

 

 https://www.coindesk.com/imf-world-bank-g7-countries-to-create-central-bank-digital-
currency-rules 

 

https://www.weforum.org/press/2020/06/the-great-reset-a-unique-twin-summit-to-begin-2021
https://www.weforum.org/press/2020/06/the-great-reset-a-unique-twin-summit-to-begin-2021
http://www.wef.ch/3junebriefing
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/introducing-the-great-reset-world-leaders-radical-plan-to-transform-the-economy/ar-BB15XGsU
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/introducing-the-great-reset-world-leaders-radical-plan-to-transform-the-economy/ar-BB15XGsU
https://www.coindesk.com/imf-world-bank-g7-countries-to-create-central-bank-digital-currency-rules
https://www.coindesk.com/imf-world-bank-g7-countries-to-create-central-bank-digital-currency-rules
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On Sept 12 2020 a powerful ‘common law court’ [Sekulovski Court] was established in Canada. This one 
action insures by design massive fraud is exposed against we the people in Canada and worldwide. This 
also insures the solution the world is seeking right now is brought into the light. 
 
The ONE truth communicated to the world is …’rules of civil procedure’ created by a private society 
called the BAR do NOT apply to we the people. These rules which do not apply to we the people are 
used to block/obstruct justice against the people… and it is about to come to an end. 
 
November 6th 2020 strategically is the final blow to the BAR and its agents operating/obstruction justice 
at our public courthouses. With the world watching these people who are all employees of the people 
must respond with evidence verifiable and in writing. One problem for them…there is no evidence and 
the BAR is about to be exposed for all its corruption and Barratry occurring. This moment of truth is 
under attack by BAR members as it is brought out now and into the light for the world to see. 
 
The people acting as Governor General of CANADA and Lt Governor of ONTARIO along with every 
Justices across Canada/world are now exposed. Once ‘rules of civil procedure’ are known…exposed… 
and removed from blocking we the people… 
 
This intend for the same approach to be applied globally as we have spent the last couple of months 
putting in place common law specialists across the world in order to lead these claims and public court 
proceedings. 
 
It is in that moment that truth hidden for over a hundred years will then be brought forth and take down 
this corruption all around us today simply and powerfully. To win. all we require to do is show the world 
and let the truth take care of the rest. 
 
Please join us in securing our freedom and finally putting an end towards this unprecedented global 
enslavement that has taken place on this planet for far too long. 
 
Please download our application and help us secure a major victory in the consolidation of people 
power across the planet that will all be unified and guided in our actions towards these global public 
court proceedings. 
 
Application download link - https://www.earthunited.global/earthunitedapp 
 
God bless and God speed!  
 
Kind regards, 
 
Jesse Perez Casanova 
 

https://www.earthunited.global/earthunitedapp

